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1. …what we mean by ‘materials’

Progress tests Fill-the-blank exercise

Answer keys Coursebooks

Audio and video scripts Quizzes Pictures

Role plays Language reference

Board games Exams Teacher’s notes

Flowcharts Information gaps
Flashcards

Reading texts Radio interviews



2. …when you have become a ‘materials writer’

From Routledge publication on ELT materials writing. To be published in 2020.



3. …how other teachers use your materials 



4. …that ELT materials have text types and discourse features 



4. …that ELT materials have text types and discourse feature 

1. Write the words in the correct order. For example, 1. Do you 
know what time the lesson ends?

2. Work in pairs and put the words in the correct order. Then ask 
each other the indirect questions.

3. Before students begin, complete the first question on the board 
as a class. Check the answers before students start asking each 
other questions. Monitor their answers and give feedback. For any 
fast finishers, ask them to write two more indirect questions for 
their partner.

1 do time the lesson ends you know what?

2 time you tell can the me ?

3 I’d like our homework to know what is

4 wondering was have spare if you I pen.

5 idea do any if you supermarket near here 
have there’s a?



5. …that there are basic principles



1. Title?

4. Transition?

3. Referencing?

9. Context?

5. Level of task? 

8. Rubrics?

2. Lead-in? 

7. Headings?

6. Consistency
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5. …that there are basic principles

q Titles and sub-headings

q Add visuals (e.g. images)

q Numbering, rubrics (instructions) and examples

q Follow the ‘rule of eight’

q Include transitions from one exercise to the next

q Add personalization exercises

q Use a variety of heads-up and heads-down



6. …that materials are heads-up and heads-down



7. …that you need to develop a materials radar

Unsplash

Pixabay

Compfight

National Geographic 
Your Shot

Take your own!



Hughes, J. with Dummett, P. and Stephenson, H. (2013) Life Pre-Intermediate National Geographic Learning



8. …that you need to observe real language

Harold Pinter. Photograph: Gemma Levine/Getty Images



Conversation 1
A: Is there a good place to eat near here?
B: Yes, there is. There’s an Italian restaurant on the corner. It 
serves delicious pasta. Go straight down the street and it’s in 
front of you.

Conversation 2
A: I prefer Indian food. Are there any Indian restaurants near 
here?
C: Yes, there are two. My favourite is on Gower Street. Go 
straight ahead, take the first right and it’s on your left .



Person 1: Yeah, there are some places, I mean 
there are some choices which is Italian, 
Turkish, Greek and, err, burger, pizza places.

Person 2: There are several good places to eat 
round here. It’s a good road for it. There’s the 
Greek place err just there, err there’s the 
Italian over the road, there is the American 
style Atomic Burgers down there who also 
have a pizzeria at the other end.

Find an example of:
a) a false start and repetition
b) an error
c) fillers
d) contracted forms
e) idiomatic phrases



9. …how you write to the correct level

There’s been a change in the weather. Extreme events like 
the Nashville flood with 13 inches of rain in two days -
described by officials as a once-in-a-millennium 
occurrence - are happening more frequently than they 
used to. A month before Nashville, torrential downpours 
dumped 11 inches of rain on Rio de Janeiro in 24 hours, 
triggering mud slides. In late 2011 floods in Thailand 
submerged hundreds of factories near Bangkok, creating a 
worldwide shortage of computer hard drives.



Oxford Textchecker

There’s been a change in the weather. Extreme 
events like the Nashville flood with 13 inches of rain 
in two days - described by officials as a once-in-a-
millennium occurrence - are happening more 
frequently than they used to. A month before 
Nashville torrential downpours dumped 11 inches of 
rain on Rio de Janeiro in 24 hours triggering mud 
slides. In late 2011, floods in Thailand submerged
hundreds of factories near Bangkok creating a 
worldwide shortage of computer hard drives.



http://vocabkitchen.com/

http://vocabkitchen.com/


• Omitting or changing vocabulary

• Simplifying sentence structure 

• Simplify text structure and cohesion

• Adding in target language

• Recycling previously taught language items



10. …how to get published

• Write materials because you like writing not because 
you like the idea of being published

• Share your materials with other teachers and get 
feedback

• Send your materials/articles to journals (e.g. English 
Teaching Professional)

• Attend conferences, give presentations & NETWORK!
• Connect with MAWSIG and ELT Teachers 2 Writer
• Self-publish (e.g. with Smashwords, Amazon)
• Work with the-round.com



More resources

https://mawsig.iatefl.org/resources/



https://www.pavpub.com/etpedia-materials-writing

For a 20% discount, use this code MW20. Valid until the end of May.

“It’s common for glowing reviews to 
conclude with something like ‘This is a 
must for every teachers’ room’, but I 
cannot say that here; in my opinion, 
this is a must for every teacher.” 

Book review by Brian Brennan, IH Barcelona


